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High efficient T1 MRI Cell Tracking 



An innovative  
Gadolinium nanoprobe 

Ultrasmall size  
4±1 nm  
 
Polysiloxane and Gadolinium 
chelates platform 
High Gd loading Gd/Si >0.2 
 
Low biological interferences 
 
High colloidal stability in 
biological buffer 
 
Multilabeling access  

 - fluorescence, 
 - nuclear imaging 

 
High relaxivity 
>10 mmol-1.s-1 per Gd3+ (1.4T) 
 
 

 

Freeze dried 
Easy handling and ready to use 
 

Storage 
Stable for months 
 

Reproducible synthesis 
Since 2004 in Nanosynthesis business 
 

Simple labeling process 
No cytotoxicity, no impact on Stem Cell 
differentiation 

Cell labeling 
Stem Cells, 
Lymphocytes,  
Dendritic cells,  
Fibroblastes,  
Macrophages,  
Tumors cells, 
etc… 
 



An efficient multimodal probe 

Patented Technology 
 

- Basic gadolinium based particles 
- Multilabeled particles 
- Possibility of custom manufacturing of  
biolabeled targeting particles 

High T1 MRI efficiency 

Modular cell  internalization 
-  Modifiable charge surface 
-  Hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance 
-  Long term stability 

Ready for medical applications Ready for medical applications 

- High sensitivity 
In vivo detection with less than 5000 cells/cm3 

 
- Quantitative method 
 
- Implementable in routine clinical practice 
No need of new MRI sequences 

High T1 MRI efficiency 

Modular cell  internalization 
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B
esides surgery and chemotherapy,
radiotherapy constitutes a major mod-
ality of cancer therapy. This technique

consists in the deposition of a cytotoxic
dose in a tumor by irradiation from an
external X-ray source. Radiotherapy can be
applied in combination with surgery and/or
chemotherapy or alone. Despite the tre-
mendous efforts devoted to the improve-
ments of cancer therapy, some results
remain however disappointing. For in-
stance, the survival of patients suffering
from brain cancer unfortunately has not
increased. The incidence of central nervous
system tumors is around 10!20 cases/year
per 100 000 inhabitants. Glioblastoma is the
most aggressive and the most common
brain tumor (around 60% among glioma,
glioma being already 70% among malig-
nant brain tumors). The median survival is
around 1 year after diagnosis, and only
9.8% of patients survive beyond 5 years.1

Although radiotherapy is presently themost
efficient treatment against brain tumors, it
suffers from a lack of selectivity in the killing
effect, leading to numerous adverse effects
in normal tissues surrounding the lesion.2,3

A better selectivity can however be achieved
by microbeam radiation therapy (MRT), as
demonstrated by the studies performed at
ESRF.4 What distinguishes MRT from conven-
tional radiotherapy (broad beam) is that nor-
mal tissue is more preserved despite the
delivery of high doses.5,6 MRT uses arrays of
narrow (!25!100 μm) microplanar beams
(peaks) separated by wider (100!400 μm
center-to-center) microplanar spaces (valleys).
The height of these microbeams varies from 1
to 100 mm. This geometry implies that the

microbeam array dose profile displays a suc-
cession of peaks (high dose) and valleys (low
dose). The ratio between the central peak and
valley doses (PVDR) is an important element
for the therapeutic effect of MRT. The normal-
tissue toxicity of the irradiation decreases
when PVDR increases. High damage of malig-
nant tumors indeed occurs for peak entrance
dosesof several hundredgrays (at least 1order
of magnitude higher than for conventional
radiotherapy), whereas normal tissues are sur-
prisingly preserved.5,6 The application of MRT
to the treatment of rats bearing intracerebral
9 Lgliosarcoma (9LGS) led for the samesparing
of normal tissue to a higher tumor control than
broad beam irradiation. As a result, themedian
survival time increased (MeST) from 19 to 21
days (sham-irradiated control rats) to 40 and
47 days using cross fired, intersecting arrays
(10mm" 10mm) of 25μmwidemicrobeams,
spaced 200 μm center-to-center, and skin en-
trance doses of 625 Gy.7 MRT offers there-
fore a great potential for brain cancer therapy
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ABSTRACT Ultrasmall gadolinium-based nano-

particles (GBNs) induce both a positive contrast for

magnetic resonance imaging and a radiosentizing

effect. The exploitation of these characteristics leads

to a greater increase in lifespan of rats bearing brain

tumors since the radiosensitizing effect of GBNs can

be activated by X-ray microbeams when the gado-

linium content is, at the same time, sufficiently high

in the tumor and low in the surrounding healthy tissue. GBNs exhibit therefore an interesting

potential for image-guided radiotherapy.
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Over the past two decades, nanoparticles have been devel-
oped in the field of theranostic[1, 2] with the objective of
meeting three requirements: 1) to exhibit long circulation in
body fluids with major accumulation in tumour tissues due to

their active or passive targeting properties (enhanced perme-
ability and retention (EPR) effect);[3] 2) to be rapidly
eliminated through the renal route to ensure a sufficient
difference in concentration between healthy and diseased
zones; 3) to display therapeutic potential and contrast proper-
ties.[4, 5] This latter requirement was reinforced by the
simultaneous development of devices combining imaging
techniques, such as 1) high-sensitive X-ray tomography,
positron emission tomography, or single-photon emission
computed tomography and 2) magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) with high spatial resolution.[6, 7]

However, it is still a great challenge to ensure both
appropriate renal elimination (necessarily achieved using
particles < 5.5 nm in size)[8] and multimodality (requiring
molecules that systematically enlarge the particle size to a
non-adequate extent). For instance, quantum dots[9] or gold
clusters[10] do not exhibit both features as they require
coatings that are too prohibitive in size to ensure multi-
modality. After reviewing the solutions proposed in scientific
literature,[11± 13] the most promising strategies rely on the
elaboration of silica- or polymeric-based structures that
incorporate different functional entities, such as dyes for
fluorescence imaging, magnetic complexes for MRI, radio-
active elements for scintigraphy or curie-therapy, heavy
elements for interacting with X- or g-rays, neutron absorbers
for neutron-therapy or sensitizers for photodynamic therapy.
Concerning multifunctional silica-based particles, even the
most investigated technologies (i.e., Stˆ ber or reverse emul-
sion methods) failed to yield objects smaller than 10 nm in
size.

Here we propose an original top-down method consisting
in the fragmentation of sub-10 nm structures already possess-
ing all the desired functions (see Supporting Information).
Briefly, these starting structures consist of core (gadolinium
oxide)±s hell (polysiloxane) particles developed by our group
which offer several features and functionalities, but are too
large in size to escape hepatic clearance.[14] Gadolinium was
selected as contrast agent on account of its paramagnetic
properties and because of its commercial use in approxi-
mately 45% of all MRI analyses.[15] The starting structures
displayed an average core size of 3.5 nm and a shell thickness
of 0.5 nm. The fluorophore-encapsulated shell was rendered
functionally active by modified 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclodode-
cane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA) ligands which are able
to chelate core gadolinium ions. In aqueous solutions, the
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